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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   TIGER WOODS 
December 1, 2016 
  

 

Q.  Tiger, your first competitive round in nearly 16 months.  It had a little bit of 

everything.  How would you assess the day?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Well, think about it, I hit the ball in three bushes and a water ball today.  It 

could have been something really good.  I got off to a nice solid start and made a few 

mistakes there.  I didn't play the par 5s very well in the middle part of the round and 

consequently got it going the wrong way. 

 

Q.  You talked about some of the awkward lies that you had.  How much was your 

body tested today and how did you think you fared coming out on the other side? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  There were some awkward shots, there's no doubt about it.  This golf 

course, if you're driving it great here, you can take advantage of this golf course, you can 

tear it apart.  But if you're not, you get up in some bushes and some rods, you can go 

sideways.  But all in all, I feel pretty good.  I'm looking forward to another three more days. 

 

Q.  Considering the rust and the layoff, what are you most pleased with about the 

round? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Well, I think how quickly I fell into the competitive mode and I felt the feel 

of the round.  By the time I hit the second, my tee shot on the second hole, I had already 

gotten into the flow of the round.  That's something that for me when I've taken layoffs and 

taken breaks, it's quickly can I find the feel of the round.  It's good to be able to play in, what, 

15, 16 months and get it on the second hole is nice. 

 

Q.  Tiger, it's been a long time.  How did it feel? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  It felt good.  I was telling them there, I felt the feel of the round by the 

second hole, the tee shot.  I can feel the round and that was nice.  And once I got into the 

feel of the round, got off to a nice start, I was 4-under par there for a little bit.  Unfortunately, 

hit the ball in three bushes and had a water ball, so consequently I let a really good round 

slip away at the end. 

 

Q.  Did you run out of gas a little bit at the end? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  I wouldn't say that.  I just made some mistakes.  I tried to hug that left side 

on 9, tried to get it down that corner and it just stayed up in the bush there, made a mistake.  

Tugged it up the left side on 11.  Tried to hit one really hard and made a mistake there, put it 

in another bush on my layup.  I just made some really, if you look at it, some really silly 

mistakes, mistakes I don't normally make, but I haven't played in a while.  Unfortunately, I 

made those mistakes, I can clean that up.  We've got three more days.  Wind's supposed to 
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pump on the weekend and I'll be playing a little bit better.  

 

Q.  Tiger, it seemed like a couple of your misses off the tee were left that you were 

just talking about.  Did that annoy you particularly on 18 there because that's where 

the trouble was there and what happened/  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, I was trying to hit some pull-cuts out there and the pull-cuts 

with -- that's the hardest thing in changing equipment, the shots aren't the same so my 

misses are a little bit different.  I'm either going to have to adjust to or, as you well know, this 

equipment can go right there and just tweak it right now with an adjustment.  So I don't know 

and that's one of the things that's going to take a little bit of time and obviously testing.   

 

Q.  Were you aware that you were tied for the lead when you birdied 8.   

 

TIGER WOODS:  No. 

 

Q.  I mean, I know it's so early that -- just talk about the start. 

 

TIGER WOODS:  As I said, I got off to a quick start.  I felt the feel of the round by the 

second hole.  You know, we know the guys are going to go low around this place.  If you can 

drive the ball well here and if you're on the longer side, this golf course, you can just tear it 

apart.  Drive a couple par 4s, all the par 5s are reachable and then you're going to have 

probably four, five pitching wedges on down into the par 4s.  So you can see somebody 

shooting 20-plus with the winds even like this. 

 

Q.  Tiger, was there one or two shots that you were really (inaudible)?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  You know, people don't realize this, but it was a simple little 5-iron that I 

hit on the third hole.  I had 231 hole and I hit a 5-iron that carried 233 and that was nice 

because it was a number that we thought that it was questionable whether or not I could get 

it to the front edge and that was the play.  But to hit it that flush that early in the round, that 

felt good, gave me a little bit of confidence. 

 

Q.  You were admiring that.  

 

TIGER WOODS:  I did, because I had to step on it to get it there and I did and I flushed it.  

As I said, to find the feel of the round that quick, that felt good. 

 

Q.  Tiger, any stamina issues down the back nine or any other physical concern 

throughout the round? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  No, no, not that.  I just made a couple mistakes out there on the par 5s.  I 

bogeyed 9 and 11, two holes I should make birdies on.  That turns a 4-under par round right 

there to 2 under, which I should just tear those holes apart. 
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Q.  (No microphone.)   

 

TIGER WOODS:  Right now it's just more natural now than anything else.  I've gone back to 

a lot of my old stuff that I used to do when I was a kid.  Some of the feels that I have have 

come back.  I just need to keep playing.  My feels need to keep coming back, seeing the 

shots, feeling the shots, hitting my numbers and the shapes and getting all that. 

 

Q.  You said you missed the adrenaline.  Did you feel it today?   

 

TIGER WOODS:  Oh, I did.  There's no doubt I felt it.  It was nice.  It felt good to have that 

adrenaline surging through the system again.  It's been a long time.  To get up there on that 

first hole and feel it again and then dumb it down to be able to control it and get into my feel 

where I play my best, that was nice.  I got it pretty quick.  By the time I got to, as I said, the 

second or third hole I was already in it. 

 

Q.  What happened at the turn, did that affect your momentum or mood?    

 

TIGER WOODS:  Yeah, I was trying to hug the side of 9.  With a left-to-right wind, if I hit that 

in the middle of the fairway, it's in the water.  So I had to either take the bunker on or hug it 

up the left side, and I did.  Unfortunately, just hugged it too much and ended up in a bush 

there.   

 

And then on 11 I just tried to hammer that drive to get there in two and tugged it a little left 

and had a weird lie in the sand there and the ball squirted to the right into a bush.   

 

Q.  After so much time away, did today just feel normal, did it feel like business as 

usual?  

 

TIGER WOODS:  Once I got into the flow, by the second or third hole, yes.  The 

warmup was a little bit different because I hadn't felt that adrenaline yet in a warmup 

session, shaping shots.  I've gone through sessions where I've warmed up like at 

tournament rounds but you can't simulate the surge of adrenaline that you're going to 

be feeling come tournament time.  I've tried and I have always tried my entire career 

to do that, but it's never the same.  And today was definitely that and by the second 

hole, it was nice, I was already in it. 

 

Q.  How was your wedge game around the greens? 

 

TIGER WOODS:  Felt pretty good.  We had some really tough lies out there, really grainy 

stuff out there.  The down-grain shots were (inaudible) hole them.  The into-the-grain shots 

were sticky and they were very tough.  Pat had some tough shots, I had some tough shots, 

and you have that here.  The down-grain lies, it's nice, you can spin it, but into-the-grain 

shots are tough. 

 

Q.  (Inaudible) on No. 9? 
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TIGER WOODS:  Well, it was into the grain, I had to hit high and spinning and the wind's 

downwind, so you're trying to launch it in the green.  I made a little mistake there. 
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